
FANTALOOKS is a touch display solutions provider

serving the Casino gaming OEM market since 2013.

Headquartered in Incheon,

Korea with newly owned facilities built in 2019.

Website: www.fantalooks.com

Facebook: www.facebook.com/fantalooks

Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/fantalooks

The Fantalooks Difference

Wide Color Gamut
* Normal : 70~72%

* Fantalooks : 90~92%

WCGNormal

Digital Auto Bias

Digital Auto Bias technology can maintain the luminance of the 
monitor as it is. Most Casino slot machines today have a minimum 
of 3-4 monitors in one machine. If this technology is applied to 
the monitor, it provides the player with the most consistent 
imagery between monitors. It can also extend the monitor's life 
by maintaining its luminance.

Interacting with the game is a critical part of the total player 
experience. Main screen and button panel interactions are 
demanding applications in gaming and your touch solution needs to 
stand up to these environments.

Fantalooks offers durable, smooth and accurate touch without 
restrictions caused by a variety of design and glass widths.

Fantalooks offers a universal controller that provides customers 
with the design  flexibility to work with a variety of touch 
technologies.

Touch Solution

A bright monitor guarantees the best gaming experience for 
players while competing with a variety of displays and lighting on 
a casino floor. Fantalooks monitors are designed to standout on 
casino floors by offering the highest brightness.

High Brightness
* Normal : Typ. 250~350 nits

* Fantalooks : Typ. 500 nits

High BrightnessNormal

Uniformity 
* Normal : Min 65%~72%

* Fantalooks : Min 80%

Uniformity provides clean, crisp screen images that are critical in 
gaming applications. Fantalooks offers the highest uniformity 
monitors providing casino players with the best playing experience.

Measure 9 points to test uniformity

Conventional

200 nits250 nits

250 nits250 nits

Fantalooks

Our Gaming monitors are designed to make the output of your 
gaming content look as good as possible while playing Casino 
games. The monitor you choose is responsible for displaying the 
final results of your creative team’s efforts, yet monitors can vary 
widely in their representation of color, motion, and image 
sharpness. When considering what to look for in a gaming 
monitor, it's worth understanding everything a gaming monitor 
can do, so you can translate specs into real-world Casino player 
experiences. Display technology changes over time, but our 
technology goals remain consistent. We simply want to provide 
the best touch gaming monitors to ensure the best Casino player 
experiences. We’ll describe each of our technical advantages in 
detail below.

A wide color gamut is critical to displaying gaming graphics and 
artwork that are close to reality.
We offer the widest color gamut ranges resulting in the best and 
most realistic image quality.

The Fantalooks Difference



Fantalooks headquarters is located in Incheon and is 

strategically located close to the Incheon Airport and 

key suppliers.

Curved Display Technology

C Curved

J/P Curved

W Curved

OMEGA Curved

Q Curved

Custom-made design is available for all curved shapes

ㆍConvex / Concave type Curved
ㆍDouble Sided Curved
ㆍEdge Curved

Fantalooks offers a variety of flat and curved technology.

Custom Designs Available

Square LED around 
display

Button Deck

Products Support to Customers

For more than a decade, we have reliably supplied quality 

products to major European gaming OEM customers, such as 

adp gauselmann, SG Gaming UK and Novomatic.

Our products have already proven competitive in quality

for casinos.

40+
Client

20+
Countries

100+
Products

Our Key Customers in Gaming

Company Location
               and Supply Partners

Contacts

Hanna Lee / Sales Director

hanna@fantalooks.com

M. +82-10-5181-1337

Jenny Lim / Sales manager

jenny@fantalooks.com

M. +82-10-6368-6034

Fantalooks Co.,Ltd

albert@taeraglobal.de

M. +49(0)151-6171-4658

Taera Global GmbH

James Industries

Scott Burtner / Vice president of Sales

scott@jamesindustriesinc.com

M. +1-702-622-5030

Dan Savage / CEO

dsavage@jamesindustriesinc.com

M. +1-725-266-2006

Manufactures Representative 

North America / Las Vegas

Europe / Germany 

HQ in S.Korea

LG Fantory
Touch

LED BLU

International
Airport Samsung

Factory

Seoul

27 m
ile


